We love gardening
We go green at CIRS
We can do anything.
We save trees
We want more
We always keep on getting some more fruits.
Plants are of many types
Trees or bushes at CIRS
We will still go green.

Samriddhi
3127
7A

When I first did gardening,
It was hard.
But I liked it
And did hard work.
Sowing seeds and taking out weeds was easy.
But making the side path was not a child’s work.
I enjoy gardening
And I wish I can do it again.
I get many injuries,
But will not quit
Because I love it and Am determined to do it.
Ronak Mandhana
3085
7A

Planting flowers are so cool
Much better than playing pool
When we first went to try
I started to cry
It was all going slow
Then I thought of a plan
To make a clan with my friends
After some days the flower bloomed
And I was so gloomed
It was one of the most memorable day,
Of my life in CIRS.
Naivedya Dhavuka
3136
7B

At CIRS, we have gardening
I taught it would start hardening
When my teacher asked me to try,
I started to cry
I looked at the soil
In which I had to toil
I looked at my hand
And compared it to the land
When I started to smile ,
I slowly started to work until I laughed
and then I smirk!
Aditya Srinivasan
3078
7B

Gardening in CIRS is so fun
But standing under the scorching sun isn’t fun
People think gardening is boring
And that’s why they keep snoring
ISA project gardening is good
With that we can get food
My favourite hobby is gardening,
I love it so much,
In the garden we do gardening.
Eco club is doing their best
Be it Monday or Sunday they don’t take any rest.
Aasna Kaur Kohli
2864
7B

Gardening is like an art
Which earned my heart
I feel gardening is beautiful
Which made me dutiful
The gardening is cool!
It made me learn different types of tool
In CIRS, doing gardening with my friends was fun.
I loved it, in ton.

Aadya Singhania
3001
7C

GARDEN, GARDEN, GARDEN
Growing trees in CIRS
Is so fun
Growing trees in CIRS
Supports life
Growing trees in CIRS
gives oxygen
Growing trees in CIRS
Is like a game
GARDEN, GARDEN, GARDEN
Garden like a pro
GARDEN, GARDEN, GARDEN
Vihaan Nemani
7C
3063

Wow! Everything is looking so nice, so bright.
Now, we came to agricultural work,
worked so hard and shaped every plant.
We sprinkled water on the seeds,
Which will absolutely give us
the result of our good deeds.
This is a school with a difference
which has ample of opportunities.
I learnt gardening here at CIRS
and I did something very good
because planting a seed is like
giving life to something non-living.

Aayan Choudhary
7C
3084

